Learning support prices

Vet Learning is a “Not for Profit” CIC Company dedicated to the recognition and development of Veterinary Primary Care skills.

As a “Not for Profit” CIC we aim only to cover the cost of learning experience provided.

We have been providing post-graduate learning experiences since 2006 at Certificate, Masters and Doctorate level and strongly believe that for busy vets to thrive with post graduate learning significant support needs to be available.

Full learning support

To encourage optimal learning, Vet Learning offer a six month module learning support package. Flexible/additional support is available if required.

The module package costs £1,500 and includes:

- Course orientation
- Introduction to work-based learning, standard supporting items and reflective writing. Online workshop and manual.
- Module specific online workshop and manual
- Unlimited (within reason) 1-2-1 support throughout by either module leader or learning advisor. You are never left alone to work in isolation. This is the most important aspect of the support we offer and is quite different to traditional Vet CPD courses.
- Formative assessment – The unique opportunity to present your work about three months before final submission. It is assessed by a single assessor who will provide substantive feedback to support the final development of the work and help you plan for your final submission
- Membership of online learning community (if available)

To enrol or to discuss further, email info@vetlearning.org